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Abstract: The face recognition model has been applied to detect and compare between faces has been investigated with avoid the 

thief from stealing from another houses and to identify the image of the criminal additionally the alarm issue is a very necessary in 

these times to get a response from model and based on increment the frame number of image captures to set the both accuracy and 

loss depend on learning rate and iteration number with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has ability to identify the capture 

margins 150*150 that belong to the size of capture framing continuously with the comparison with the captured original image based 

webcam to get a cropped detected image and the number of threshold has been set in four cases of frame number 25, 50, 100, 150 

respectively to check the two factors accuracy and loss are 100% on all four cases that mentioned above, this model has been applied 

utilize MATLAB R2021a. 
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1. Introduction 

In these times, the face recognition in a computer vision has a high research interest [1]. It has included two main important of sub 

mission it also known as face identify and face verify from the settings of open sets, the face identifies classify the faces to identify 

feature, while the face verify contain double input facing receive from the identical uniformity via measure the similar in the space 

of characteristic [2]. In the virtual apps, the space of label for sets of trained data is difference from this set of check or test, the face 

recognition can be a one of the most important issue in rise technologies and because of enhancement in the surveillant webcams or 

cameras to the verity of purpose especially in security and crime of monitor and due to the needed algorithms development that can 

be a desired appropriation to the handle the imaging kind that received via those webcams. The concept of face recognize model is 

a similar to verity of some systems of a biometric. In this paper, the captured and cropped features was commonly used that based 

on fully connected layer and classification layer by set the rate of learning in 0.00001 in utilize a trained network for three main 

features, trained network, classification layer and learning rate initialization by utilize an improved Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN), the main topic in this research is discussed to avoid the thief from the stealing and to prevent this part is to increase the 

frame number of captures for cameras should to test by set a case study for frames to make a comparison between original input 

tested images and detected cropped image and also the alarm part is a very necessary to solve the stealing problem and because of 

the alarm can be important issue to alert the thief from nearly get close from the cameras by initial the alert in the beginning when 

the cameras detect the first initial variation from the original input image, two main subjects has been tested in this research to check 

the accuracy and losses rates for both these cases that based on cascade object detector that belong to the face detector [3]. 

 

2. Face Recognition Method 

The cascade object detector has been used in this model of face recognition by set 150*150 for overall margins in a real time with 

various thresholds, additionally the two cases of subjects has been take and tested for a recognition process by make a point tracker 

for both of them via set a maximum bidirectional error to take a probability for overall error in additional to that, the error check is 

very necessary for this task [4]. The main factor in this article is to use a high resolution camera with high pixels and image capture 

response could give a high difference especially in the recognition task, therefore the size and video frame number for these features 

are became required in these times. For a real time, process, the positions for video player and frame sizes has been set 100*100 and 

2*1 for position and frame size respectively [5]. The video frame is required for snapshot and video frame gray for a conversion 

process and it’s a huge process due to achieve the boundary boxes with the detection mode additionally to find the corners points 
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for each detected regions. The crop face and crop with save is the main functions has been used for a recognition process, the first 

one make the detection with boundary boxes and crop, the second one make a counting for each one of label when the variables set 

by one to two and save the cropped image in allocated folder and this task achieved when the true face is detected and the 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was used in this process to achieve all the probabilities for the image recognition process and 

also known as Alex net method [6]. 

3. Multitask Convolutional Neural Network 

Nowadays, the convolutional neural network and it’s also known as a deep-CNN and it is responsible for analyzing the input images 

for the objects classify and detecting and it is alternative for the compression and the images splitting task [7]. 

The huge numbers of images is dealing with the computer but in the convolutional neural network it is reduce the images numbers 

by make it’s probability additionally due to it is facilitate of use and work with the input image with a direct process and face 

detection with no need to resort to the pressurization and noising and based on weights as the shown figure below. 

 

 

Figure 1: The convolutional neural network with a face recognition training data. 

 

By consider to the training data that known as D with number of images (N) and it’s labels: 

𝐷 = {𝐼𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖}𝑖=1 
𝑁                                                                                                    (1) 

According to 𝐼𝑖  is the input image and 𝑦𝑖 is the count of vector that consists of the label of identity 𝑦𝑖
𝑑 is the initialized task and the 

labels of the partition task. Consider to 𝑊𝑑 ∈  𝑅𝐷∗𝐷𝑑
 and 𝑏𝑑 ∈  𝑅𝐷𝑑∗1 both of them are the matrix of weights and vector of bias in a 

full associated layer for the classify of identities[8], when 𝐷𝑑  is the identities number in D[9]. the overall model of linearization is 

implemented as the following: 

𝑦𝑑 = 𝑊𝑑𝑇𝑥 + 𝑏𝑑                                                                                                  (2) 

𝑦𝑑 is refer to the layer of SoftMax for computing the probabilities to x that belong to the training data for each one of the subjects.  

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑦𝑑)𝑛 = 𝑝(𝑦𝑑 = n|x) =  
exp (𝑦𝑛

𝑑)

∑ exp (𝑦𝑗
𝑑)𝑗

                                                          (3) 

When 𝑦𝑗
𝑑 is the element of imaginary in 𝑦𝑑. Additionally, the function of SoftMax is responsible for conversion the 𝑦𝑑 to the 

distributed probability for all subjects. The tasks of side is a very important to achieve the formulation of the losses additionally the 

weights as 𝑤 = {𝑤𝑑 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑙 , 𝑤𝑒} describe the matrices for the current mentioned weights for the known classification of person in 

environment and identities. The terms of bias are rejected for the simplicities [10-14]. As the shown the training data D, multi-task 

for CNN method is the goals to minimization the set of losses for overall tasks: 

𝛼𝑑 ∑ 𝐿(𝐼𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖
𝑑) +𝑁

𝑖=1 𝛼𝑝 ∑ 𝐿(𝐼𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖
𝑝

) +𝑁
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑙 ∑ 𝐿(𝐼𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖

𝑙) +𝑁
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑒 ∑ 𝐿(𝐼𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖

𝑒)𝑁
𝑖=1               (4) 

When 𝛼𝑑, 𝛼𝑝, 𝛼𝑙, 𝛼𝑒 is the important control for tasks. Therefore the model of single task that known by single convolutional neural 

network while 𝛼𝑝,𝑙,𝑒 = 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 the losses could drive the modelling to understand mentioned parameters Θ for the extract the common 

properties and the weight for the tasks of classifications, according to the features that set before the layer of SoftMax (𝑦𝑑) are 

utilized for the model of the recognition of the face by set a matching face depend on the similarity of cosine. In this research the 

mini batch SGD is solved the mentioned above problem of optimization for both accuracy and loss when the weights of dynamic 

are a mean for overall batches of samplings [15-18]. 

 

4. Simulation results and analysis 
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In this part, the proposed multi task convolutional neural network is used in the face recognition with MATLAB software with 

several times and cases. Additionally, the method was showed four cases of study 25,50,100,150 frame number respectively and the 

experiments were tested with and without cropped of images and accuracy with loss. 

 

 

Figure 2: multi-CNN captured original images for the face recognition within 25 thresholds. 
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Figure 3: multi-CNN captured cropped images for the face recognition within 25 thresholds. 

 

Figure 4: multi-CNN captured original images for the face recognition within 50 thresholds. 

  

 

Figure 5: multi-CNN captured cropped images for the face recognition within 50 thresholds. 
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Figure 6: multi-CNN captured original images for the face recognition within 100 thresholds. 

  

Figure 7: multi-CNN captured cropped images for the face recognition within 100 thresholds. 
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Figure 8: multi-CNN captured original images for the face recognition within 150 thresholds. 

  

Figure 9: multi-CNN captured cropped images for the face recognition within 150 thresholds. 

  

In the current table that describe the numbers of frames when set 25,50,100,150 respectively according to the mini-batch accuracy 

and loss that conducted with multi-task CNN and the accuracy of these tests is 100% for overall numbers of frames and tested up to 

five maximum of iterations with achieved at last three seconds with 0.0690 loss of mini-batch at the learning rate for 1.0000e-05. 
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Table 1: Overall comparison with numbers of frames conducted with multi-task CNN. 

 

Frame 

No. 

Epoch Iteration Time Elapsed 

(hh:mm:ss) 

Mini-batch 

Accuracy 

Mini-batch 

Loss 

Base Learning 

Rate 

25 1 1 00:00:02 25.00% 1.5724 1.0000e-05 

5 5 00:00:03 100.00% 0.0021 

50 1 1 00:00:02 30.77% 3.1674 1.0000e-05 

 5 5 00:00:04 100.00% 0.0176 

100 1 1 00:00:03 50.00% 2.0473 1.0000e-05 

 5 5 00:00:06 100.00% 0.0004 

150 1 1 00:00:02 87.50% 0.5516 1.0000e-05 

 5 5 00:00:03 100.00% 0.0690 

 

 

Figure 10: Alarm code with a real time face recognition conducted with Multitask CNN Method 

 

 

25 thresholds 
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50 thresholds 

 

100 thresholds 

 

150 thresholds 

Figure 11: loss and accuracy curves for overall thresholds conducted with Multitask CNN Method. 

 

5. Conclusions 

This article has been highlights on face recognition in order to make fast captured associated with cropped task. The idea is to give 

the optimum solution with Person In Environment (PIE) by using classics and without classics to avoid the thief from stealing 

additionally the time and alarm is very important as mentioned in the results section and the number of frames, according to the mini 

batch that has been solved the main problem of optimization for accuracy and loss while the weights of dynamic are made the mean 

with overall batches of samplings, four cases has been taken to enhance and proof the performance analysis as shown: 25, 50, 100, 

150 where multitask CNN is responsible for reduce the images numbers by take a direct probability process with no need for resorting 

process for pressurization to the input weights. 
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